GAME INFO
Game Name: Queen Of Egypt Exotic Wilds
GameID: QueenOfEgypt
Release Date: 16th February 2022
Queen of Egypt Exotic Wilds is a 5 reel by 3 row, 243 ‘ways pays’ videoslot revealing Egyptian
Treasures. Excitement awaits and arrives frequently as exotic wilds have the potential to please any
player, especially the ones that get lucky and hit it big with a jackpot chance given every time an exotic
wild lands.
The frequent exotic wilds makes for a great entertainment title while the choose your volatility free
games offers both a variety of free spin bonuses while giving the player the flexibility to control their
game volatility according to their preference.
Before each Exotic wild triggers, coins are gathered into the Queen’s urn for a chance to enter the jackpot
pick bonus. If the Urn lights up, the bonus proceeds and a jackpot will be guaranteed. After jackpot
chance each Exotic Wild will grant a random multiplier from 2x to 7x.
3 or more pyramids landing anywhere triggers the free spin bonus. Each of the free spins enhance
the Exotic Wilds functionality resulting from a medium to extreme volatility experience. Multiplier
Boost is the least volatile option where the multiplier ranges increase via special upgrade symbols.
Extra Exotic Free Spins introduces scarab symbol collections which turn more and more symbols into
exotic wilds as the free spins progress. Finally, the most extreme volatility, Extreme XXX increases
the range of all multipliers on Exotic wilds from 4x to 9x and takes the product of all wilds multipliers
landing simultaneously for exponential wins tailored for players hunting for record highs.

MATH
Layout: 5 reels, 3 rows
Lines/Ways: 243 ways
Pay order: Left to Right
RTP: 94.755%
Volatility: Medium to Extreme

Min. Bet: 0.5
Max. Bet: 100

GRAPHICS
Aspect Ratio: 16:9, Responsive.
Theme: Egyptian, Cleopatra, Treasures, Adventure

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

•

5x3 layout
243 ways
Exotic Wilds
Random Multipliers
Choice your Volatility with 3 options
• Multiplier Boost
• Extra Exotic
• Extreme XXX
Jackpot Chance

LANGUAGES & CURRENCIES
The full list of supported languages and currencies is available from the client area of our website
(https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/) in the ‘OTHER’ section.

